
Our growing company is looking for an acquisition marketing manager. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for acquisition marketing manager

Lead channel marketing activities including creative development, offer and
message testing, targeting and segmentation, and manage marketing
investment dollars
Refine and optimize targeting/segmentation strategy in close partnership
with IMS, Product, Risk, and Finance teams
Support development of capabilities to provide frictionless enrollment
experiences to increase conversion
Acquire leads through channels including search engines, display advertising,
social media, e-mail, video and other paid channels
Develop and implement a quarterly testing strategy
Leverage marketing/advertising data to assist in the development of the
master plan and calendar for marketing activities throughout the year
Evaluate trends and competitor data to implement and execute industry best
practices to continuously improve our programs
Analyze key marketing pages and recommend optimizations to CTAs, copy,
internal links to help convert more visitors to leads
Develop and implement a monthly acquisition campaigns dashboard with
report
Manage channel budgets, forecasting and reporting on a weekly & monthly
basis

Example of Acquisition Marketing Manager Job
Description
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Strong project management skills and ability to juggle multiple projects at
once under tight timelines with an ability to synthesize large amounts of
information to inform decisions
Experience and understanding of the marketing planning lifecycle such as 4P,
industry analysis and competitive analysis
Experience and confidence in developing and presenting executive-level
strategic presentations in a clear, concise manner in order to influence
alignment and direction
The position demands both a keen marketing sense and strong planning and
multi-tasking skills to achieve business objectives
Proven track record creating content for targeted audiences and optimizing
for a particular outcome - conversions, engagement, clicks
In depth knowledge of PPC and keyword strategy and SEO channels good
understanding of programmatic display


